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Writing Techniques

Introduction to
Chapter 1

A

good writer is someone who can hold the reader’s interest from
the beginning until the very end. A well-written story or essay

will make the narrative or ideas come alive in the reader’s mind.
They will be able to visualize what is taking place and feel as if they
are experiencing it first-hand. Ideas will flow from one to the next
seamlessly, and they will be eager to continue.

Many techniques are used by writers to capture the reader’s attention
and make the writing come alive. In this chapter, we will explore
some of the basic techniques that are easy to use and have a great
impact on the quality of your writing. We will practice adding life
and description, and finding exciting synonyms to replace overused
words. We will enhance our writing by avoiding empty words and
adding comparisons.
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Lesson • 1.1
Choosing Descriptive Adjectives (I)

Tip:
Adjectives can describe many aspects of a noun. An adjective can
describe how something looks, feels, its size, how many, what
type, as well as other attributes. By adding descriptive words, the
reader can feel as if he is looking at the person or thing being
described.

Here are some categories and examples of descriptive words. The bold words are
especially useful.
Look
bright
dark
ugly
dirty

colorful
soft
beautiful
clean

light
foggy
cute

transparent
shiny
pretty
dull
white, red, blue, etc. (colors)

Practice

Fill in two adjectives that describe look for each sentence.
Many __________ __________ flowers surrounded the tree.
A group of _________ _________ birds flew high in the sky.
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Feel
rough
cold
wet
silky

smooth
hot
freezing
slippery

soft
warm
boiling
scratchy

hard
cool
slimy
rubbery

sharp
dry
sticky

Practice

Fill in the blanks using adjectives that describe feel.
The _________ coins fell from my hand.
The _________ blanket covered his face.

Sound
quiet
low

loud
high

musical

sweet

harsh

Practice

Fill in the blanks using adjectives that describe sound.
_________ music could be heard from the open door.
A _________ meow reached my ears.
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Taste
tasty
fruity
fresh

delicious
sour
stale

salty
sharp
foul

sweet
hot

spicy
bitter

Practice

Fill in the blanks using adjectives that describe taste.
They served _________ food for supper.
The table was filled with _________ pastries and drinks.

Size
large
thick
thin

tall
small
little

gigantic
short
big

heavy
tiny

bulky
light

Practice

Fill in the blanks using adjectives that describe size.
The _________ giraffe ate leaves off the tree.
A _________ man got off the _________ motorcycle and walked toward me.
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Number
many
first
two

few
last
three, etc.

some
most
dozens

no/none
several
hundreds

all
one

Practice

Fill in the blanks using adjectives that describe number.
_________ children use music to fall asleep.
_________ bears can stand on their hind legs.
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Practice 1.1
A. Complete each sentence with adjectives from the indicated categories. You may
use your own words or choose from the lists above.
1.

___________ ___________ kittens were playing in the yard. (number, size)

2.

___________ music played as we ate ___________ food. (sound, taste)

3.

The ___________ doorknob creaked as I opened the ___________ door. (feel,

look)
4.

Do ___________ children enjoy ___________ food? (size, taste)

5.

A ___________ crash sounded as the ____________ tree fell. (sound, size)

6.

The ___________ handle vibrated as the ___________ drill began to spin. (feel,

look)
7.

A ___________ garden was hidden behind a ___________ row of bushes. (look,

size)
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Lesson • 1.2
Choosing Descriptive Adjectives (II)

In the previous lesson, we practiced several categories of descriptive adjectives.
Here are some more categories of useful adjectives.
Mood
happy
serious
surprised

sad
scared

thoughtful
worried

playful
confused

angry
sorry

Practice

Fill in the blanks using adjectives that describe mood.
A _________ boy hurried down the street.
The _________ dog barked loudly.

Speed
fast

slow

crawling

speeding

Fill in the blanks using adjectives that describe speed.
The _________ turtle beat the _________ rabbit.
A _________ pitch whizzed past my bat.
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Quality
great
best
good

amazing
pleasant
complete

bad
horrible
incomplete

terrible
worse
broken

worst
better
whole

Practice

Fill in the blanks using adjectives that describe quality.
We had a ___________ time today.
That’s a _________ painting, Tzvi!

Characteristics
kind
shy
lazy
talented

evil
brave
hard-working
athletic

fun
scary
young
bright

strong
smart
old
funny

weak
nice
new
silly

Practice

Fill in the blanks using adjectives that describe character.
He is a very _________ and _________ man.
My _________ son makes me so proud.
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Practice 1.2
A. Use an adjective from the category in parentheses to complete each phrase. You
may use the quick list on the next page, or the longer list on pages 5−10.

1.

My _________ brother					

(characteristics)

2.

His _________ _________ car				

(characteristics, look)

3.

Their _________ _________ house				

(size, look)

4.

The cat’s _________ _________ teeth			

(feel, look)

5.

_________ _________ bottles				

(number, size)

B. Fill in each blank using words from the indicated categories.
1.

He is a very _________ and _________ child.
(characteristics, characteristics)

2.

My

_________

_________

scooter can do

_________

_________

tricks.

(characteristics, look, number, characteristics)
3.

The

_________

_________

dog has

_________

_________

teeth.

(characteristics, look, size, look)
4.

The _________ _________ house has a ________ garden with _________ _________

flowers.
(size, look, quality, number, look)
5.

A

_________

_________

(characteristics, look, size)
64
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C. Write four sentences, using two descriptive adjectives in each sentence.
1.

2.

3.

4.

Quick List: Useful Adjectives
Look

bright shiny pretty ugly beautiful dirty clean (colors:

Feel
Size
Number
Characteristics

red, blue, etc.]
soft hard sharp dry hot cold wet slippery
large tall heavy short small little big
many some all most
evil kind young old smart strong weak nice new
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Lesson • 1.3
Modifying and Action Adjectives

Now that you are more fluent in the use of descriptive adjectives, let us move on to
two similar types of adjectives.

Tip:
The first type is modifying adjectives. A modifying adjective
modifies (clarifies) a noun and makes it more specific. For example,
“plastic bottle” is more specific than “bottle,” because it explains
what type of bottle. Being more specific makes your description
more understandable, and helps the reader visualize the person
or object being described.

Examples:
diesel engine		

government office			

copy machine

race car			power drill				wooden door

Tip:
Another type of adjective is action adjectives. An action adjective
is used to describe what a person or thing is in the middle of doing.
Although an action is mentioned, it is being used to describe the
noun, and a separate verb appears in the predicate.
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Care must be taken not to repeat the same action in the predicate.

Examples:
The yelping dog was tied with a leash.
A growling bear came out of the forest.
The crying child held my hand tightly.
A smiling athlete waved at the crowds.
Examples of incorrect repetitive adjectives:
The yelping dog was yelping.
The crying child was crying.
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Practice 1.3
A. Add a modifying adjective to each noun to make it more specific.
1. ________ room				

2. ________ desk

3. ________ cabinet			

4. ________ train

5. ________ uniform			

6. ________ tools

B. Add an action adjective to each noun to describe what it is in the middle of doing.
1. _________ cat				

2. _________ airplane

3. _________ boat				

4. _________ train

5. _________ boy				

6. _________ machine

C. Write four sentences, using one modifying and one action adjective in each.
1.

2.

3.

4.
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Lesson • 1.4
Choosing Adverbs

Tip:
Adverbs are used to add description to a verb. It may describe
how, how much, the mood, the quality, and other details of an
action. By adding description to your verbs, you help the reader
understand what took place, and the story or description becomes
more exciting.

Here are some categories of descriptive adverbs.
How
quickly
quietly

slowly
carefully

softly
carelessly

strongly
recklessly

loudly

Practice

Fill in the blanks using adverbs that describe how.
He _________ climbed the steps and unlocked the door.
They knocked _______ on the door.
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How much
repeatedly
many times

once, twice, etc. slightly
hardly ever
completely

always

frequently

rarely
extremely

often
never

seldom

Practice

Fill in the blanks using adverbs that describe how much.
He tried ___________ to get the can open.
She was _______ late to class.

Mood
angrily
lazily

happily
reluctantly

excitedly

calmly

sadly

Practice

Fill in the blanks using adverbs that describe mood.
Rochel kicked the fence ________ .
Shmuel ran __________ to the park.
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Quality
well
amazingly

gracefully
beautifully

greatly
terribly

poorly
horribly

badly
nicely

Practice

Fill in the blanks using adverbs that describe quality.
You dance so ____________ .
He colors so _____________ .
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Practice 1.4
Use an adverb from the category in parenthesis to fill in each blank. You may use
your own words, the quick list below, or the longer list on pages 15 and 16.

Quick List: Useful Adverbs
How
How Much
Mood
Quality

1.

quickly slowly loudly carefully quietly
once twice rarely often never always completely
angrily happily excitedly calmly sadly
well amazingly beautifully terribly nicely

Shlomo _________ closed the book and stood up __________.
(how, mood)

2.

They _________ left the hall together, talking __________ to each other.
(how, mood)

3.

He

performs

__________

and

sings

so

__________.

(how much, quality)
4.

I ___________ go to that store because they treat customers so ________.
(how much, quality)

5.

Bracha

____________

forgot

because she organized her schedule very ______ .
(how much, quality)
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Lesson • 1.5
Review 1-4

Let’s review using adverbs and adjectives to add description to sentences. You can
use your own words or words from the previous lessons.
A. Add adjectives and adverbs into the blanks.
1.

A _________ _________ cat ___________ jumped onto the _________ fence and

meowed ________.
2.

The ________ ________ wagon _________ rolled down the _________ street and

came to a ________ stop.
3.

My

_________

___________

game got

____________

ruined when Chaim

____________ stepped on it.
4.

The ______ airplane ______ lifted off and flew over the ______ ocean.

5.

A _________ _________ elephant wearing a ________ hat _________ led the line

of _________ animals.
6.

_________ _________ cars drove _____________ around the bend and headed

up the _________ street.
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B. Add modifying adjectives to each noun to make it more specific. Use words that
describe a specific type, not words that describe other details.
1. _________ bird		

2. _________ truck			

3. ______ plant

4. _________ game		

5. _________ restaurant		

6. ______ store

7. _________ sandwich

8. _________ cup			

9. ______ light

C. Add action adjectives to each noun to describe what it is doing. Do not use
descriptive adjectives, only action adjectives. Look at the following examples.

descriptive adjective: the happy child

74

action adjective: the giggling child

1.

The ________ phone disturbed the lecture.

2.

A _________ lion was visible behind the glass.

3.

The _________ boy was standing alone on the sidewalk.

4.

A _________ car hit the pothole, and we heard a loud bang.

5.

Firefighters were not able to put out the ________ fire.

6.

A __________ detective came to investigate the break-in.

7.

A ___________ pot was simmering over the fire.

CHAPTER 1: WRITING TECHNIQUES
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D. Write three sentences using two adjectives and two adverbs in each sentence.
1.

2.

3.

© 2021 Achievements Educational Services
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Lesson • 1.6
Sentence Expansion

Tip:
Many times, a sentence can be expanded by adding more details.
To add more details to a sentence, ask yourself the following
questions: what, where, when, how, and why.

Example:
Yaakov ate.
What?		

Yaakov ate a cheese blintz.

Where?		 Yaakov ate a cheese blintz on the porch.
When?		 In the morning, Yaakov ate a cheese blintz on the porch.
How?			

In the morning, Yaakov quickly ate a cheese blintz on the

			porch.
Why?			

In the morning, Yaakov quickly ate a cheese blintz on the

			porch, because he knew that he won’t have lunch
			until very late.
Train yourself to check every sentence to see if it is missing important details.
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Practice 1.6
A. Add one phrase at a time to the sentence to answer each question.
Sentence:

A police officer came.

Where?

A police officer came __________________ .

When?

A police officer came __________________ ________________ .

Why?		

A police officer came __________________ ________________ ,

		

to ______________________ .

B. Add one phrase at a time to the sentence to answer each question.
Sentence:

Chaim played.

What?

Chaim played ________________ .

Where?

Chaim played _________________________________________ .

When?

____________________ , Chaim played _____________________

		________________________ .
Why?

____________________

		

________________________ , _______________________________________.

,

Chaim

played

_____________________
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C. Expand these sentences using the indicated questions.

78

1.

Nosson played.		

(what, where, when)

2.

Sarah baked.		

(what, when, why)

3.

We went out.		

(how, where, why)
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Lesson • 1.7
Word Choice (I)

Tip:
When describing a person, thing, or event, choosing the right word
is very important. Overused words are words that are found very
frequently in writing. They are a bit boring and not very descriptive,
and can take away the color and life of your description.

Try replacing overused words with more interesting and descriptive synonyms
whenever possible. (A synonym is a word that means almost the same thing.) Doing
this will greatly improve the quality of your writing, and will add to the reader’s
interest and enjoyment.

Example:
It is very nice when my family gets together for happy occasions. Each couple comes
with a nice gift or sweets for the children, and my grandmother turns on nice music. The
children create nice banners, and the aunts set a nice table.
As you can see, a reader quickly becomes bored with the word “nice” when it is
repeated too many times. Here is how the writer could have avoided this overused
word:
It is so wonderful when my family gets together for happy occasions. Each couple
comes with a beautiful gift or sweets for the children, and my grandmother turns on

sweet music. The children create colorful banners, and the aunts set a fancy table.
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Instead of “nice,” the writer replaced it with more descriptive words to add life to
the description.
Here are some overused words and how to replace them:
Nice-Good

How to replace:
She is very nice.			

She is very friendly.

We had a good day.		

We had a wonderful day.

The performance was nice.

The performance was excellent.

Practice

For each sentence, circle the word that best replaces the word “nice” or “good.”
My baby nephew is so nice. 				

(fun, adorable, exciting)

The roller coaster ride was good. 			

(exciting, adorable, funny)

Hindy is very nice to the new girl in class.		

(cute, wonderful, friendly)

Said
How to replace:

80

My father said, “Get to your room!”

My father hollered, “Get to your room!”

He said, “That’s so tasty.”			

He declared, “That’s so tasty.”

“It’s cold in here,” she said.		

“It’s cold in here,” she commented.
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Practice

For each sentence, circle the word that best replaces the word “said.”
“Your hat looks so silly,” said Moshe.

(declared, yelled, giggled)

My brother said, “Please don’t be angry.”

(whispered, announced, giggled)

“Where were you yesterday?” said Baila.

(hollered, asked, grinned)

Went

How to replace:
He went quickly to the bus stop.
He hurried to the bus stop.
She went carefully into the quiet bedroom. She tiptoed into the quiet bedroom.
I went out after two innings.
I left after two innings.

Practice

For each sentence, circle the word that best replaces the word “went.”
I had a migraine and went into my bed.		

(crawled, skipped, flew)

They went to catch their bus.				

(rushed, marched, danced)

Fruit punch went all over his sandwich.		

(rushed, danced, spilled)
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Bad

How to replace:
The weather was bad yesterday.		

The weather was horrible yesterday.

I thought my drawing looked bad.		

I thought my drawing looked awful.

Chaya was bad to her sister.			

Chaya was nasty to her sister.

Practice

For each sentence, circle the word that best replaces the word “bad.”
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Leaving his friends made Yosef feel bad.		

(nasty, sad, sick)

The lumpy porridge made Dina feel bad.		

(nasty, sad, sick)

Too much candy is bad for you.				

(sick, unhealthy, horrible)
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Practice 1.7

1.

That was a good game!

(great, fun, happy)

2.

This is such a nice painting.

(fun, pretty, enjoyable)

3.

Can you try to be nicer to them?

(prettier, more cheerful, friendlier)

4.

I said, “Did you find your missing (asked, yelled, announced)

camera?”
5.

“This button turns on the motor,” he (declared, fumed, explained)

said.
6.

Don’t begin until the referee says “go.”

(growls, announces, answers)

7.

The ball went right over the fence.

(flew, bounced, dribbled)

8.

We went quickly to the exercise class.

(crawled, hurried, hopped)

9.

The yoyo goes right back up.

(bounces, crowds, dances)

10.

Dovid and Shlomo felt bad about what (awful, bored, sick)

they did.
11.

That cheese looks bad.

(ugly, spoiled, unkind)

12.

Will this bad weather ruin the trip?

(unkind, spoiled, horrible)
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B. Fill in the blanks without using the words nice, good, said, went, and bad.

After hearing ________ stories by the campfire, we weren’t so happy to __________ to
sleep right away. I _________ with my brother to get sleeping bags, and we opened
the tent. “Are you scared?” ________ my brother. “Nah,” I ________ . But my hands
were shaking ________ . I didn’t think it was very ________ of the counselors to
scare the younger campers so ________. Suddenly, a loud crash outside our tent
made us jump. Then someone ________ , “Help!” We ________ out of our tent. Many
other campers were ________ as well. When we saw what happened, we all began
to laugh. It was just the camp’s cat, Whiskers. He had frightened a boy by _________
his tent and curling up beside him. The ________ creature was just Whiskers, the
__________ beast I ever met!
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Lesson • 1.8
Word Choice (II)

In the previous lesson, we learned about several commonly overused words.
Another overused word is “like.” One way to avoid using “like” is to replace it with
the words “I enjoy” or “My favorite.”

Examples:
I like Mr. Cohen’s class.			

I enjoy Mr. Cohen’s class.

I like pizza for lunch.			

My favorite lunch is pizza.

Tip:
Many times replacing the word “like” requires some creativity,
because there aren’t many descriptive synonyms to replace it
with. (Remember, a synonym is a word that means almost the
same thing.) These are the only common synonyms of the word
“like”: love, enjoy, favor, and adore. A great trick to avoid the
word “like” is to replace it with a positive description of what it is
that you like. For example, instead of writing “I like the weather in
California,” you can say “California has such beautiful weather.”
By stating something positive about the weather, you are also
showing that you like it.
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This paragraph needs to be reworded, because the word “like” is overused. Here
is the paragraph after it was rewritten:
My favorite after-school activity is to visit my grandmother. She bakes such delicious
chocolate chip cookies. She makes me feel so special when she talks to me. It is
so interesting to look at her old picture albums from a long time ago. She also cooks
such tasty suppers.
As you can see, the writer avoided the word “like” altogether using the trick
mentioned above. He started off by replacing the first “like” with “favorite,” and
then wrote something positive about each item to make it clear that he likes it.

Here’s another example:
Devorah liked her day camp. She liked the exciting activities and the fun counselors.
She liked the color war breakout that they had every year. She liked getting ices and
snacks. She also liked seeing her camp friends after the long school year.

This is how it could be rewritten:
Devorah enjoyed her day camp. The activities were exciting and the counselors were
fun. They had an amazing color war breakout every year. It was great to get ices and
snacks. She also got to see her camp friends after the long school year.
The same trick was used again to avoid the word “like.” The writer started with
“enjoyed,” and then wrote what Devorah liked about each thing, making it clear
that Devorah liked these things without saying so.

Always check your sentences for overused or boring words, and replace
them with more exciting and descriptive words.
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Practice 1.8

Rewrite each sentence, replacing the word “like” with other words or by saying
something positive.
1.

I like summertime.

2.

He likes his new rollerblades.

3.

Mrs. Goldberg likes teaching new students.

4.

I like hamburgers for supper.

5.

I like that singer’s voice.

6.

Chana liked her new teacher.

7.

They liked their new apartment.
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Lesson • 1.9
Avoiding Extra Words

Tip:
A sentence that is too wordy or has unnecessary words sounds
clumsy and unpolished. Your writing will be greatly enhanced if
you learn to avoid unnecessary words.
There are two types of unnecessary words to avoid: empty words
and redundant words.

Empty words: Do not add words to a sentence that are empty and meaningless.
Some common examples are: sort of, really, kind of, like, and basically.

Examples:
•

I kind of enjoy meatballs more than hot dogs. (Take out “kind of.”)

•

He’s sort of very busy right now. (Take out “sort of.”)

•

I’m like so excited about the surprise party. (Take out “like”)

•

You shouldn’t really use extra words. (Take out “really.”)

•

Basically, we are going to the party together. (Take out “basically.”)

Redundant words: Sometimes, adding an adjective or adverb just repeats
something that was already understood, and doesn’t add any new information.
This is called redundant.
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Examples:
•

He touched the cold ice. (Ice is always cold.)

•

They hurried quickly into the van. (Hurrying is always done quickly.)

•

Every year, they make an annual dinner. (Annual means every year.)

•

Every night after sunset, we turn on the lights. (Night is always after sunset.)

In the last example, another way to fix the sentence is to write: “Every night right
after sunset, we turn on the porch lights.” This way, the writer is adding something
to “night” by explaining that he is talking about right after sunset, since the night is
very long.

Remember, if you are writing words that are not adding meaning (empty
or redundant), you are boring the reader with wordy sentences.
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Practice 1.9

In each sentence, circle the empty or redundant words.
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1.

Rochel kind of raced in a hurry to make it on time to the play.

2.

There was basically frozen ice stuck to the door handle.

3.

A small little kitten sort of drank the wet milk from the bowl.

4.

I really caught the bus right before it like left the bus stop.

5.

The extra redundant words in a sentence are really not needed.

6.

The high tall tree basically was impossible to climb.

7.

How did you really move and budge that wooden oak desk?

8.

The faraway city of Moscow is really very distant.
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Lesson • 1.10
Review 6-9

Let’s review sentence expansion and word choice. Once you have mastered these
tricks, your writing will look much more polished and professional.
A. Expand these sentences by answering the questions in parenthesis.
1.

A weird, clunky machine beeped.		

(where, how, why)

2.

We went shopping.					

(when, where, why)

3.

Yehuda kicked.					(what, how, why)

4.

Dinah ate.						(what, where, when, how)

5.

I cheered.						(where, when, how, why)

6.

They laughed.					(how, why)
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B. For each sentence, write a word on the line to replace the bold word.
1.

Your violin playing is nice.

2.

				

____________

Good job on the speech!

					

____________

3.

Be nice to your cousins.

					

____________

4.

“Why does Moshe get everything and not me?” I said.

____________

5.

“Hey, that’s my bat!” said Benny.

				

____________

6.

“No, it isn’t!” said Tzvi.

						

____________

7.

He turned around and went away.

8.

Benny went after him to get the bat back.

9.

Tzvi went up the tree to get away.

10.

I have a bad toothache.

11.

A bad hurricane hit the area and knocked out the power. ____________

12.

My spelling is very bad, but my writing is much better.

				
			

____________

				

____________

					

____________

C. Rewrite each sentence to get rid of the word “like.”
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1.

I like french fries.

2.

Did you like the play?
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3.

I like surprise birthday parties.

4.

Chaim liked the new neighbors.

5.

Shana likes drawing and rollerblading.

6.

She

especially

likes

getting

new

stickers

for

her

collection.

D. Circle all the empty and redundant words that need to be removed.
1.

I’m kind of starving like right now for some food.

2.

His thirst for water sort of forced him to drink from the filthy, dirty bottle.

3.

My young baby brother really shrieks all day loudly.

4.

The wet pool is basically warmer by day after the sun rises.

5.

Every year, we kind of have an annual get-together for like the whole

family.
6.

A forest of trees was really right behind our house.
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Lesson • 1.11
Transitions

Tip:
Transitions are linking words at the beginning of sentences that
help organize an essay and guide the reader in following the flow
of ideas as they move from one to the next. Transitions that show
the sequence (order) of events or ideas are especially useful.
These transitions are followed by a comma.

In the following sentences, note the first word in each sentence.

Examples:
•

First, beat three eggs in the bowl until well blended.

•

After, we went for ice cream.

•

Lastly, recycling conserves natural resources.

Remember, for order of events we use first, second, last, etc., whereas for
order of ideas or reasons we use firstly, secondly, lastly, etc.

Here is a list of useful transitions for showing sequence:
first			

second		

last			

before

after			

next			

firstly			

secondly

lastly			

then			

finally			

later

afterwards
Some transitions come in phrases (several words together):
first of all		

in addition		

after that
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in the end
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Practice 1.11

Fill in the blanks in each paragraph using transitions. You can choose words or
phrases from the list on the previous page.

Ari and Yaakov decided to build a clubhouse. ____________ , they gathered discarded
wood from several construction sites. ____________ , they sketched a blueprint of
the clubhouse to plan how it would be built. ___________ , they showed their plan
to Ari’s father to make sure it would be strong enough. ___________ , they nailed the
wood together, following their blueprint perfectly. When they were finished, they
invited their friends to join them in their brand new clubhouse for a round of chess.

Recycling plastics, metals, and paper is very important for several reasons.
___________ , it reduces landfills that pollute animals’ habitats and oceans.
___________ , many discarded items are dangerous for wild animals, such as sharp
edges that could cut animals or loops that smaller animals can get stuck inside.
_________ , recycling conserves natural resources and helps keep prices down by
lowering manufacturing costs.
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Lesson • 1.12
Varying Sentence Beginnings

Tip:
A great technique to enhance your writing is to vary the beginnings
of your sentences. When every sentence starts with the same word,
it begins to feel repetitive and boring to the reader. Learning to
vary sentence beginnings will make your writing more interesting.

Example:
I had a book report that was due shortly. I chose a short novel to save time. I then read
the entire book from cover to cover. I sat and wrote most of the report on a long Sunday
afternoon. I completed my report a week before it was due.

Corrected:
I had a book report that was due shortly. To save time, I chose a short novel. Then, I read
the entire book from cover to cover. On a long Sunday afternoon, I sat and wrote most
of the report. A week before it was due, I completed my report.
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Tip:
An easy way to vary your sentences is to reorder the sentence.
For example, instead of starting every sentence with the subject
(main noun), you can begin by describing when or where the event
took place, or you can explain why something was done.

Examples:
He was sore all over.
Corrected: By the end of baseball practice, he was sore all over.		

(when)

My mother took me shopping yesterday.
Corrected: Yesterday, my mother took me shopping. 		

(when)

We climbed the monkey bars at the park for an hour.
Corrected: At the park, we climbed the monkey bars for an hour.

(where)

She ran into the dollar store to get out of the rain.
Corrected: To get out of the cold rain, she ran into the dollar store.

(why)
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Practice 1.12

A. Reorder each sentence by placing a detail before the subject (main noun).
1.

I asked the cashier for change of a twenty with a sheepish smile.

2.

The glass bottle tipped over and shattered when he stumbled against the

shelf.
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3.

She counted up her savings after she was paid for her babysitting.

4.

I was very upset when my new shirt got splattered with mud.

5.

We stopped at a pizzeria for lunch later on.

6.

I became hooked on chess once my uncle taught me how to play.

7.

My nose bleed slowed down when the nurse pressed a gauze pad against it.

8.

I came down with a fever yesterday, so I stayed home from school.
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Lesson • 1.13
Chapter Review

A (Lesson 1.1)
Complete each blank with an adjective from the indicated categories.
1.

________ music began to play.						

(sound)

2.

Yaakov’s _________ desk is piled with papers.				

(size)

3.

_________ ants were marching toward her fallen candy.		

(number)

4.

The _________ football slipped from his sweaty hand.		

(feel)

5.

Many _________ lights surrounded the stage.				

(look)

6.

Those _________ doughnuts are from the new bakery.		

(taste)

B (Lesson 1.2)
Complete each blank with an adjective from the indicated categories.
1.

The __________ police officer shooed us away.			

(mood)

2.

The __________ truck narrowly missed the crossing guard.		

(speed)

3.

We had such a ___________ time!					

(quality)

4.

Those neighbors are so _________ .					

(character)
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C (Lesson 1.3)
Add identifying details to each noun to make it more specific. Use words that
describe a specific type, not words that describe other details.
1. ___________ officer

2. __________ professional

3. __________ player

4. ___________ worker

5. __________ builder		

6. __________ collector

7. ___________ repair

8. __________ painter		

9. __________ basket

D (Lesson 1.4)
Complete each blank with a descriptive adverb from the indicated categories.
1.

I __________ opened the package and peered inside.

(how)

2.

He banged his fist on the table __________.			

(how much)

3.

Eli raced _________ toward the crowd of people.		

(mood)

4.

You behaved so _________ in class today.			

(quality)

E (Lesson 1.6)
Expand each sentence by answering the questions in parenthesis.
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1.

I received a gift.			

(when, where, why)

2.

Mr. Spira ate.			

(what, where, how)
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3.

The entire class sang.		

(what, when, why)

4.

She woke up.			

(when, how, why)

5.

My mother baked.			

(what, when, why)

6.

He chased.				

(what, where, when)

F (Lesson 1.7)
Replace the underlined words in each sentence.
1.

She was very nice to me when my new bike got ruined.

______________

2.

Your good behavior today will be rewarded.			

______________

3.

Nachum said, “I hate mushrooms!”				

______________

4.

A pack of wolves went after the sheep.				

______________

5.

A bad smell floated out of the container of bad soup.

______________

										______________
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I (Lesson 1.11)
Fill in transitions for each blank.
1.

Paragraph 1. Making lemonade is easy and quick, and best of all, it does

not require adult supervision. _________ , fill a large pitcher with water. _________ ,
add a few tablespoons of lemon juice. __________ , add a cup and a half of sugar.
_________, add ice cubes and stir. Pour yourself a cool, delicious cup of lemonade,
and enjoy!
2.

Paragraph 2. My mind is bursting with ideas of inventions I would love to

complete when I grow up. _____________ , I wish to invent a cellphone that doesn’t
need to be recharged, ever. ___________ , I hope to build a power plant that only
uses fuel which is safe for the environment. ________ , I want to design a robot that
can cook, clean, and help kids with homework.
J (Lesson 1.12)
Reorder each sentence so that it does not start with the subject.
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1.

I twisted my ankle while jumping rope with some neighbors.

2.

He is such a cute baby, with his fat cheeks and blue eyes.

3.

The blackout began late at night.

4.

I quickly closed my ears to block out the crashing thunder.
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G (Lesson 1.8)
Rewrite each sentence, replacing the word “like.”
1.

Do you like to eat doughnuts?

2.

I like Sundays.

3.

She liked playing by the Sterns.

4.

He liked it when they had barbeques for supper.

5.

They liked playing catch in the spacious backyard.

H (Lesson 1.9)
Circle the empty and redundant words in these sentences.
1.

I kind of loved it when the boy with the quiet voice started singing a song.

2.

Basically, she’s sort of late today, so she was rushing quickly down the hall.

3.

You shouldn’t really use capital letters that aren’t lowercase where they like

don’t belong.
4.

The wet fruit punch slid down his dry and thirsty throat.
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